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S Scientists Science War And
Vanderbilt spatial scientists and their students worked with the Battle of Nashville Trust to unearth clues about the Battle of Nashville on Shy's Hill using technology that allowed them to look more ...

Vanderbilt scientists, students use technology to unearth Battle of Nashville
Waning vaccine efficacy, along the stubborn refusal of some people to get jabbed, has opened the door to the dangerous mutant variant. If we want to win this fight, it's time for a Hail Mary play.

COVID booster shot an essential weapon as the war against Delta rages on
Unlike previous anti-science movements, the war this time was more personal. Lasting resentment towards scientists could hinder the US's ability to handle future public-health crises. See more stories ...

How Americans waged war on the scientists trying to save them
The CDC's internal presentation shows that the agency thinks it is struggling to communicate on vaccine efficacy amid increased breakthrough infections.

‘The war has changed’: Internal CDC document urges new messaging, warns delta infections likely more severe
And the culprit appears to be the highly infectious delta variant that’s now dominating San Francisco and pretty much everywhere else in the United States. To be clear: The vaccines are holding up ...

Bay Area scientists explain why the delta variant is 'COVID on steroids'
The ideology of the Nazis drew on theories of racial superiority – but also found inspiration in Nordic mythology, paganism and occult beliefs. Eric Kurlander introduces the menagerie of witches, were ...

Witches, werewolves and vampires: the Nazi’s quest for the supernatural
To those who’d been following the science of Delta closely, the slides didn’t break much news. We’ve known for a while that Delta is dramatically more transmissible than the “wild” strain of ...

The U.K.’s Delta Surge Is Collapsing. Will Ours?
In another big setback for the nation’s efforts to stamp out the coronavirus, scientists who studied a big COVID-19 outbreak in Massachusetts concluded that vaccinated people who got so-called ...

CDC team: ‘War has changed’ as delta variant dangers emerge
With a little effort, we can understand why millions of Americans have problems accepting mask wearing as a major weapon in the war against the COVID-19 pandemic.

His View: When even the scientists ignore mask science
Through Public Employees for Environmental Responsibility (PEER), four EPA scientists have filed a formal complaint with the organization’s Office of ... Kyla Bennett, science policy director ...

Complaint alleges continued ‘war on science’ at the EPA
The Russian State Prosecutor’s Office last month labeled Bard College “undesirable,” claiming that its activities “pose a threat to the foundations of the constitutional order and security of the ...

Why scientists should respond to Russia’s criminalizing of a US educational exchange
A study published in the journal Frontiers in Marine Science detailed how researchers were able to do it, ensuring the survival of the largest fish in the world currently classified as endangered.

Scientists Use Cold War Nuclear Bombs to Determine Age of Whale Sharks
Kenya banned manufacturing, sale and distribution of plastic carrier bags, and the war is largely won, according to National Environmental Management Authority (Nema). However, some unscrupulous ...

Crafty traders stifling Kenya’s war on plastics
An Iranian scientist long ... and create a full-blown war,” Hossein Dehghan tweeted. Channels of the Telegram encrypted messaging app believed to be close to Iran’s elite Revolutionary Guards ...

Iran's top nuclear scientist ambushed and killed: Teheran points to Israel and Trump
Tokyo Olympics are in full swing, delayed a year by the covid-19 pandemic. This two-week spectacle of athletes competing under their national banners inevitably launches conversations about ...

Do the Olympics promote nationalism — and international conflict? Here’s the research.
Scientists have reconstructed the Eastern Mediterranean silver trade over a period including the traditional dates of the Trojan War, the founding of Rome and the destruction of Solomon's Temple ...

Scientists reconstruct Mediterranean silver trade, from Trojan War to Roman Republic
The document captures the struggle of the nation's top public health agency to persuade the public to embrace vaccination and prevention measures ...
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